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Keypoints

• The basic communications challenges facing the nuclear industry are the same world - wide... but
that doesn't mean they always take the sameform - or should be handled the same way.

• September I h has profoundly affected the communications agendafor nuclear communicators world
- wide... but the exact nature of the new problems is not the same everywhere - and different
circumstances require different approaches.

• Two things, though, are becoming clear at a global level: Thefirst - potentially very bad newsfor the
industry - is that the threat of nuclear terrorism has moved up the communications agenda, and these
heightenedpubliclpolitical concerns have to be taken seriously...

• The second - potentially very good newsfor the industry - is that security of supply is nowfirmly back
in the number one spot on the energy policy agenda world - wide.

• All politics is local - but we live in a global village. The needfor local communications - and local
communications strategies - will never go away. Bt there is a clear, and crying, needfor such
strategies to be based on clear global messages - and backed up by global communications
strategies.

Summary

Tip O'Neill, one of the grand old men of modem US politics, once famously remarked that all politics is
local. Like most politicians who succeed on the national stage - and notjust in the US - it was a truth he
never lost sight of.

What is true for politicians is equally true in the communications business. We may increasingly live in a
global village, but successful companies - even multi-nationals - forget the importance of local and
regional public relations at their peril. Think of Douglas Ivester, the CEO of Coca-Cola at the time of the
1999 Belgian contamination scandal, who allegedly reacted to first reports of the crisis by asking: "Where
the hell is Belgium?" A more appropriate question today - several years after Coke's share price toppled
and the CEO was unceremoniously sacked - might be: "Who the hell is Douglas Nester?"

But - to adapt another famous phrase - the fact that communications (and marketing) professionals still
need to 'act local' as much as ever before should not blind us to the growing need to 'think global'. In the
nuclear industry, as in the world economy generally, increasing global integration is a reality, as are the
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international nature of the news media and the increasingly global nature of the anti-nuclear pressure
groups.

Indeed, it was the growing need for a truly global information network to counter these trends, by
increasing the overall speed and accuracy of the worldwide nuclear information flow, that led the nuclear
community to establish NucNet in 1991.

So where exactly is the line between local and regional nuclear communications on the one hand, and
global communications on the other? Is there one spin for a regional audience, and another for a global
audience?

This presentation proposes some guiding principles, by examining the response of nuclear communicators
world-wide to the new communications agenda imposed in the wake of the September I Ith suicide
attacks in the US.

NucNet President Doug McRoberts and Executive Director Chris Lewis will work with the audience on
an interactive basis to outline answers to the following questions:

• To what extent was there agreement world-wide on the major communications challenges facing the
nuclear industry prior to September 1 Ith, and how to address them locally?

• How (and how much) has the nuclear communications agenda changed since then? Are the new
challenges the same world-wide?

• To what extent is communications strategy - like strategy generally - a question not only of what to
do, but also of what not to do? When is lack of transparency justified?

• Are the new issues all negative, or do recent global developments also offer nuclear communicators
world-wide a new opportunity to 'put across' the key messages they have been trying to communicate
for many years past - in particular, the 'place' of nuclear energy in the broader 'energy picture'?
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